Fetal gastric pseudomass at 30 weeks of gestation and its regression after 17 days of birth
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Abstract

Second trimester fetal ultrasonography (USG) occasionally reveals an echogenic intragastric mass. These masses are usually small due to the organized debris from swallowed amniotic fluid, and they normally disappear in the third trimester. This report shows a fetal intragastric echogenic mass detected at 30 weeks of gestation that persisted as a large heterogeneously echoic mass even on the 10th day after birth. The immediate postnatal USG features were consistent with the possibility of an intragastric soft tissue mass, though abdominal radiographs and computed tomography (CT) with oral contrast were non-specific. The baby remained asymptomatic in the neonatal period and USG scanning again after a week showed normal stomach and other intra-abdominal visceral echoes.
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Introduction

Fetal USG in the late trimesters occasionally shows intra-gastric echogenic shadows which is an innocent finding usually disappearing by late third trimester. The fetus illustrated here had an intragastric echogenic mass of significant size.

The case presented here is unique due to the fact that the fetal intragastric mass persisted throughout the second and third trimesters and it disappeared after 17 days of birth.

Case Report

A primigravida of 30 weeks gestation was referred for routine USG for assessing fetal growth. The mother had no contributory history or any abnormal clinical finding. On scanning (using Aloka 5000 machine, 2.75-5 MHz, HD probe), the fetal growth and biophysical parameters were normal. The fetal abdomen showed a slightly irregular, moderate-level echoic shadow within the gastric bubble, measuring 32 × 20 mm [Figure 1]. There was no calcification within the mass or at the periphery. The gastric walls were smooth and intact. Reassessment after an hour showed the same finding with no change in position or shape of the mass. There was no demonstrable blood flow within the mass on color Doppler. The fetus was rescanned at 34 weeks and at 38 weeks of gestation. The echoic shadow persisted inside the stomach bubble with no other abnormal findings. The intragastric mass measured 35 × 22 mm at 34 weeks and 39 × 28 mm at 38 weeks of gestation. She delivered a full-term healthy baby, who remained asymptomatic in the immediate postnatal period. The baby was breastfed as there was no vomiting or visible gastric peristalsis. The bowel opening was normal. The baby was scanned on the 10th day after birth for verifying the antenatal USG finding. The slightly irregular, moderate-level echoic gastric mass measured 40 × 35 mm at this time [Figures 2A and B]. The mass showed no free movement inside the non-distended stomach nor could be displaced away from the gastric wall. A thin speck of very low velocity color flow was demonstrable at the periphery [Figure 3]. The plain radiograph of abdomen and oral contrast study of...
stomach [Figure 4] did not contribute a definite diagnosis. Computed tomography (CT) of abdomen with oral contrast showed a filling defect of fluid density with an attenuation of 10 to 20 HU within the stomach [Figure 5]. The baby remained asymptomatic, and on follow-up, the intragastric echogenic mass gradually disappeared within a week.

Discussion

Fetal gastric echogenic shadow mimicking a mass is an occasional finding during a second trimester USG. The reported incidence of this finding is 1 in 300 second trimester scans.[1] The swallowed vernix in the stomach comprising the cells shed from fetal skin, urinary epithelium, and umbilical cord leads to the formation of a pseudomass. Subchorionic hemorrhage reaching the amniotic cavity can also contribute to formation of a gastric pseudomass because of the swallowed blood. Similarly, placental abruption or amniocentesis can produce a similar mass due to the same mechanism.[2,3] These intragastric components conglomerate and appear like a mass within the stomach bubble termed as “pseudomass.” These gastric masses usually measure 4-12 mm in size.[4] This fetus had a fairly large heterogeneously echoic mass which persisted throughout the late trimester and in the early neonatal period. The mass measuring 40 × 35 mm could not be displaced away from the gastric wall, probably due to its proximity to the stomach wall. The very low velocity color flow at the periphery of the mass could have been an artifact caused by the movement of intervening fluid layer. The presence of a “gastric pseudomass” is not a serious concern as it usually disappears in due course of time when the gastric peristalsis becomes more effective in the third trimester.[4,6] This case illustrates the fact that the gastric pseudomass can be even larger and can persist for few days after birth. The complete regression was evident by 17 days after birth.

The differential diagnoses of fetal intragastric mass are limited. An endogastric teratoma may present as
the differential diagnoses of teratoma, neuroblastoma, nephroblastoma, and pancreatic blastoma.[6]

**Conclusion**

This case illustrates the atypical presentation of fetal gastric mass in the third trimester which persisted as a large mass even after 10 days of birth. All imaging modalities suggested the possibility of a gastric pseudomass proven by its gradual complete resolution by 17 days after birth.
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Figure 5: Neonatal abdominal CT with oral contrast: The abdominal CT with oral contrast shows a filling defect of 10 to 20 HU within the stomach (St: Stomach, Lv: Liver, M: Mass, Sp: Spine)

a solid mass inside the stomach.[7] However, upper abdominal masses contiguous with stomach wall include